In addition to factual content, many texts contain an emotional dimension. This emotive, or affect, dimension has not received much attention in computational linguistics until recently. But now that messages (including spam) have become more prevalent than edited texts (such as newswire), recognizing this dimension is becoming more important. One resource needed for identifying affect in text is a lexicon of words with emotion-conveying potential. Starting from an existing affect lexicon and lexical patterns that invoke affect, we gathered a large quantity of text to measure the coverage of our existing lexicon. This article reports on our methods for identifying candidate affect words and our evaluation of our current affect lexicons. We describe how our affect lexicon can be extended based on results from these experiments.
Introduction
The emotive, or affective, component of text has received a revived attention in computational linguistics recently. As messages (e-mail including spam, short messages, electronically submitted user opinion) become more prevalent on the Internet than edited text (such as news), recognizing emotional content is becoming important for text filtering. All language users know that a message can be delivered with a wide variety of affective nuances. For example, one can describe the same event as alternatively glorious or horrible through judicious word choice. While the facts concerning the event may remain the same (who, what, when, how) , different lexical selections, grammatical choices, and focus can change the affect register of a text. Recognizing affect completely would require at least recognizing rhetorical structures and emotion-bearing words. Automatic recognition of rhetorical structure is still in its infancy (Teufel and Moens 2002) , but work on the emotive content of words has a long history in linguistics. 1 1 We also note that computer recognition of emotion in human faces is a possibly related and is now a dynamic line of research. As one reference, see Brave and Nass (2002) .
In psychological research in the early 1960s, Deese (1964) postulated that words were stored internally along semantic axes, and elaborated experiments in free association that were used to predict which words were found along axes such as "big-small", "hot-cold", etc. These ideas entered the field of linguistics as a "linguistic scale," defined by Levinson (1983) as a set of alternate or contrastive expressions that can be arranged on an axis by degree of semantic strength along that dimension, and also somewhat in the idea of a semantic field (Berlin and Kay 1969; Lehrer 1974) , which corresponds to a group of words that cover and divide up some semantic dimension, such as "colors."
In addition to these lines of research aiming at placing terms along semantic axes, other researchers such as Stone and Lasswell began building lexicons in which words were labeled with affect. For example, in the Lasswell Value Dictionary (Lasswell and Namenwirth 1969) , the word admire was tagged with a positive value along the dimension RESPECT. This dictionary marked words with binary values along eight basic value dimensions (WEALTH, POWER, RECTITUDE, RESPECT, ENLIGHTENMENT, SKILL, AFFECTION, and WELLBEING). Stone's work on the General Inquirer dictionary (Stone, et al. 1966 ) has continued to this day 2 . Currently (in early 2004) the dictionary contains 1,915 words marked as generally positive and 2,291 words as negative. In addition a wide variety of other affect classes are used to label entries, e.g., Active, Passive, Strong, Weak, Pleasure, Pain, Feeling (other than pleasure or pain), Arousal, Virtue, Vice, Overstated, Understated. In addition to these labels, an open-ended set of semantic labels has been defined, e.g., Human, Animate, …, Region, Route, …, Object, Vehicle, …, Fetch, Stay, … 3 In these dictionaries, all labels are binary. For example, in the General Inquirer, the word admire has the labels (among others) corresponding to Positive and Pleasure. Words either possess the attribute or not; there is no question of degree.
In addition to these manually labeled lexicons of affect words, recent experiments attempt to find labels such as positive and negative automatically via statistical corpus analysis. Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) took a number of frequently occurring adjectives that they decided had a scalar or polar orientation and then used statistics on whether two adjectives appeared together in a corpus in the pattern X and Y to automatically classify adjectives as having positive or negative orientation. Essentially, words that co-occurred with each other in such patterns were considered as having the same polarity, and the bigger class of words was considered as having negative polarity (since there are more negative words than positive words in English). They achieved 92% accuracy over a set of 236 adjectives that they classified as positive or negative. Wiebe (2000) used a seed set of "subjective" adjectives and a thesaurus generation method (Hindle 1990 ) to find additional subjective adjectives. Turney and Littman (2003) found another effective way of deciding whether a word can be considered as positively or negatively charged. Given a set of words that they knew to be positively or negatively charged (using tagged words from Hatzivassiloglou's and McKeown's (1997) experiments and from the General Inquirer Lexicon), they tested how often each word would appear in the context of a set of positive paradigm words (good, nice, excellent, positive, fortunate, correct, superior) and a set of negative paradigm words (bad, nasty, poor, negative, unfortunate, wrong, inferior) . Using a form of point-wise mutual information (Church and Hanks 1989) and page statistics on word appearance on Altavista and word co-occurrence (using the Altavista NEAR operator), they classified as positively charged words those words that appeared most significantly with the set of positive paradigm words; and as negatively charged, those appearing significantly more often with the negative paradigm words.
Using this method, they achieved 98.2% accuracy with the 334 most frequently found adjectives in the Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown test set.
Both Turney and Littman (2003) and Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1997) begin with a set of words that they consider to be emotionally charged. In our experiments below, we present a technique to find words that are probably negatively or positively charged automatically, without using seed terms. This technique can be used to extend an existing lexicon of affect words.
We see affect words as occupying a position between stop words, e.g., the, in, a, is, and content words, e.g., electricity, transfer, merger. The boundary is not clear and distinct, as sometimes affect is carried by choice of different content words, e.g., insurgent or terrorist. Moreover, what qualifies as an affect word is ultimately a subjective decision. This notwithstanding, we propose here a method for evaluating the coverage of an affect lexicon, as well as demonstrating a means for extending it.
Our Existing Affect Lexicon
Beginning in the late 1990s, in connection with our development of text-mining configurations of Clairvoyance technology, we began exploring the "extra-semantic" dimensions of text, including emotion. At that time we developed a lexicon of affect words by hand (Subasic and Huettner 2000a , 2000b , 2001 Huettner and Subasic 2000) . Entries in this lexicon consist of five fields: (i) a lemmatized word form, (ii) a simplified part of speech (adjective, noun, verb, adverb) , (iii) an affect class, (iv) a weight for the centrality of that word in that class, and (v) a weight for the intensity of the word in that class. The centrality of a word is a hand-assigned value between 0.0 and 1.0 that is intended to capture the relatedness of the word to the affect class. The intensity value attempts to capture the emotional strength of the word. For example in the sample entries given below, we see that the adjective gleeful has been assigned to two affect classes (happiness and excitement) and that it has been deemed more related to the class happiness, with a centrality of 0.7 than it is to the class excitement where the lexicon creators only gave it a 0.3 value:
"gleeful" adj happiness 0.7 0.6 "gleeful" adj excitement 0.3 0.6
In both entries, the word gleeful was deemed to have an intensity of 0.6 (out of a maximum intensity of 1). The combination of intensities and centralities made it possible to develop multidimensional weightings of affect in texts (Subasic and Huettner 2000a , 2000b , 2001 ).
The existing affect lexicon contains 3,772 entries. A word form, such as gleeful, can appear in more than one entry. There are 2,258 different word forms (ranging from abhor, abhorrence, abject, absurd, abuse, abusive, acclaim, accomplish to worth, wrong, wrongdoing, yawn, yearn, yearning, yen, yucky) . There are 86 different affect classes 4 , such as happiness and excitement shown above. The number of entries for each affect class is given in a table in the Appendix.
In any practical text-analysis application the question always arises whether the lexical resources are sufficient. In our case, we are interested in knowing whether our affect lexicon is complete. To answer this question, we decided to mine the Web using lexical patterns that we thought might be productive indicators of affect words. These patterns are described in the next section.
Emotive Patterns
Insults are highly charged with emotional content. Typical insults might be: "he is such a jerk/idiot/know-it-all!" The same pattern "he is such a …" can also introduce a complement: "he is such a prince/magnificent artist/allaround player!" After exploring a few such patterns, we decided to test the following list of patterns systematically:
One of the 21 words: {appear, appears, appeared, appearing, feel, feels, feeling, felt, are, be, is, was, were, look, looked, looks, looking, seem, seems, seemed, seeming} Followed by one of the 5 words: {almost, extremely, so, too, very} For each of these 105 patterns, e.g., "looking extremely…", we sent off a search request and extracted up to 4,000 text snippets containing the pattern from the result pages of www.alltheweb.com 5 . From each context snippet, we extracted the word appearing directly after the pattern. For example, for the pattern "looking extremely…," we extracted "dubious" from the following snippet:
The Christian Science Monitor: Hands-on art gets a grip on athletes inner self Famed baseball star Sammy Sosa is standing in a conference room in a downtown hotel here, looking extremely dubious about placing his hand in a pan of hot wax. Sculptor Raelee Frazier (in photos at right with Sosa) guides his right ...
The most common words appearing after the particular pattern "looking extremely…", preceded by their counts in the sample, were: Google and AltaVista limit their responses to 1,000 pages. There were 15,111 different, inflected words found at least once immediately following these patterns on the results pages returned by AllTheWeb. Although these patterns seem to yield many affect words, e.g., good, bad, not all words, even at the top of the list, are affect words.
In order to measure the productivity of these patterns, one of the authors examined each of the 4,746 words that appeared more than twice after the patterns and decided subjectively, without referring to the existing affect lexicon, whether the word should be considered as an emotion-bearing, affect word (2,988 words) or not (1,758 words). Some of the most frequently appearing words that were marked as an affect word by this author were : good, important, happy, bad, easy, difficult, hard, pleased, nice, proud, comfortable, tired, helpful, impossible, busy . Some of the most frequently appearing words that the author did not consider to be affect words were : small, far, similar, different, high, long, large, close, simple, big, identical, exactly, low, late, real . We will call this gold standard "the Clairvoyance Gold Standard" (CGS) in our evaluations.
A second gold standard was produced by listing all the words found in the General Inquirer Lexicon that possessed on of the following affect-related labels: Pos, Neg, Pstv, Ngtv, Negate, Hostile, Strng, Power, Weak, Subm, Pleasure, Pain, Arousal, EMOT, Feel, Virtue, Vice, IAV, SV, IPadj, IndAdj, EVAL. 6 Of the 9,051 different headwords found in the General Inquirer Lexicon, 5,574 possessed at least one of these labels, and 3,477 others did not. We will call this set, "the General Inquirer Gold Standard" (GIGS).
Given these two gold standards of affect/non-affect words, we judged both the productivity of the emotive patterns, as well as the coverage of our existing affect lexicon.
Evaluation
Each emotive pattern, e.g., "appears almost…", was evaluated by referring to the lists of affect/non-affect words described in the previous section. We tabulated the number of attested words found, the number of affect words found, and the number of non-affect words. If a candidate word found by the pattern was not in the gold standard, we did not count it. We will treat these cases below. Table 1 shows the results for each set of emotive patterns against the Clairvoyance Gold Standard. Not all 105 patterns are shown here; each line corresponds to all the variants of a word given in the first column. For example, all the results for "seem almost…", "seems almost…", "seemed almost…" and "seeming almost…" are collated in the first line. In that line, we find that these patterns picked up 1,254 of the 4,746 words found in the gold standard of affect/non-affect words, with 957 of these 1,254 words (76%) corresponding to affect words. The patterns involving "extremely" had the best precision, and the patterns consisting of versions of "be so" the best recall of words from the gold standard, picking out 1,465 of the 2,988 affect words found there, but with a precision of only 71%. Table 2 shows the results for each set of emotive patterns against the General Inquirer Gold Standard. The patterns involving "extremely…" once again had the best precision, with the patterns with "so…" a close second, and the patterns consisting of versions of "be so…" had the best recall of words from the gold standard, picking out 1,026 of the 5,574 lexicon words possessing an affect label with a precision of 83%.
These results demonstrate that it is possible to identify lexical patterns that are precise enough for finding emotion-bearing, affect words.
The patterns choose adjectives and participles. Other patterns must be used to find verbs and nouns, e.g., possibly a pattern like "never dare to …" to select verbs. The second part of the evaluation consists of verifying how many of the affect words identified as such in the hand-tagged gold standards are actually found in the existing affect lexicon developed in previous work Huettner 2000a, 200b, 2001 ). There are 2,988 affect words marked in our Clairvoyance Gold Standard. Of these words, only 655 were found in our existing lexicon, which therefore has a coverage of 22%. Some of the words from the emotive patterns tested that were not in our lexicon are : difficult, pleased, nice, comfortable, impossible, busy, young, old, strongly, hot, uncomfortable, expensive, interested, strange, interesting, lucky, sorry, normal, cold, familiar, grateful, professional, new, natural, complex, pretty, welcome, light, relaxed, rare, fast, likely, special, limited, early, lonely, serious, tight, vulnerable, certainly, upset, sweet, blessed, positive, human, unfashionable, unflattering, ungrounded, unhelpful, unhip, unimaginably, uninhibited, unintelligent, uninvolved, unladylike, unmanageable, unmatched, unnerving, unnoticeable, unpalatable, unpolished, unproductive, unqualified, unquestionable, unread, unresponsive, unrestricted, unruly, unsatisfying, unsexy, unspecific, unsuitable, unwatchable, unwelcoming, upfront, uppity, venomous, victimized, vindicated, virile, visceral, wan, watchful, weighty, weirded, wellcome, well-kept, wellqualified, well-read, well-researched. The intersection between the General Inquirer and our existing affect lexicon contains only 1,292 of the 5,574 affect tagged words. Some of these missing words are abandon, abandonment, abate, abdicate, abide, able, abnormal, abolish, abominable, abound, abrasive, abrupt, abscond, absence, absent, absent-minded, absentee, absolute, absolve, absorbent, absorption, absurdity, abundance, abundant, abyss, accede, accelerate, acceleration, accentuate, accept, acceptable, acceptance, accessible, accession, accident, acclamation, accolade, accommodate, accommodation, accompaniment,… The intersection between the Clairvoyance Gold Standard and the General Inquirer Gold Standard is ,295 words. Here are some words not marked with affect labels listed above in the General Inquirer: young, impressed, slow, complicated, relaxed, obvious, likely, concerned, early, tight, embarrassed, dry, knowledgeable, exclusively, totally, sexy, inclined, instantly, informative, distant, overwhelmed, quickly, quick, nonexistent, carefully, effortless, crowded, isolated, surreal, exhausted, personal, finished, stressed, detailed, easily, sleepy, diverse, loose, restrictive, annoyed ,… Some of these words can be derived from words appearing in the General Inquirer, e.g., relaxed from relax, annoyed from anno; and other words are not marked with affect labels but with other labels (e.g., young is marked as a time interval) since the purpose of the General Inquirer Lexicon is not limited to analyzing affect, but as a resource for more general text analysis.
From this analysis we can conclude that the definitive affect lexicon has not yet been created and that there is room for improvement in all existing lexicons.
Exploratory Work
In the previous section, we observed that the emotive patterns we used in mining the web uncovered 4,746 words that appeared in the patterns three or more times from the snippets retrieved. These words were classified by hand as affect or non-affect bearing words to form our Clairvoyance Gold Standard. Rather than classifying these terms by hand, we also replicated the technique of calculating point-wise mutual information with positivenegative paradigm words as described by Turney and Littman (2003) . Each of the words was used to create a series of 14 requests to AltaVista. Each request placed the word with one of the paradigm words using the NEAR operator, e.g., given the word comfortable, we create a series of AltaVista requests as shown in Table 3 , in which we also show the number of pages that AltaVista found containing the pair of words near each (within ten words, according to AltaVista): To measure the strength of association of words to categories, we used the point-wise mutual information measure from Turney and Littman (2003) , shown in Figure  1 , in which Pwords is the set of positive paradigm words (here, as in the article, {good, nice, excellent, positive, fortunate, correct, superior}) and Nwords is the set of negative paradigm words ({bad, nasty, poor, negative, unfortunate, wrong, inferior}) . As an example result, the AltaVista page statistics for the positive paradigm Pwords and the negative paradigm Nwords shown in Table 4 yields a point-wise mutual information score for comfortable of 10.6553, showing that the word is more associated with the positive words, and thus probably more positively charged. When the same calculations are applied to all the 4,746 words discovered by the affect patterns, and eliminating the 156 words that appear fewer than 100 times with all the positive and negative paradigm words (e.g. sticklike, identical, featurerich 7 , easytouse, shuai, goodthe,…) , we find the highest and lowest ranking words to be: While the words with very high or very low scores seem to be affect-laden words, as Turney and Littman (2003) have found, the words with scores around 0.0 are less clearcut. For example, between SO-PMI scores of 0.5 and -0.5 we find word like : jaunty, julia, jumping, kick, km, know, knowing, labor, ladies, laid, late, learned, lend, liberal, life, lit, lithe, localized, loveable, luscious, magic, main, manmade, materially, military, mindboggling, miss, missed, mist . Some of these we would clearly classify as affect words. This SO-PMI could be used to rank words for inclusion in an affect dictionary, with words at extreme points (involving a threshold) included automatically, and others treated manually.
Another point to consider in the case of an affect lexicon including, not just positive and negative orientation, but affect classes, is which class assignment the new words should be given. We have been experimenting with extending Turney and Littman's (2003) technique, as they suggested, to different semantic scales. For each of the 86 7 One step in our text processing removed hyphens from words, so a term like feature-rich was treated as the string featurerich leading to its low counts. Feature-rich (with the hyphen) appears often on the web, but was not tested. affect classes defined in our lexicon (see Appendix), we manually selected 4 to 6 paradigm words. For example, here are the paradigm words we chose for some classes:
• Praise: acclaim, praise, congratulations, homage, approval Having chosen such sets for each of the 86 affect classes, we have started to run queries placing the words that we wish to classify with the NEAR operator and each of these paradigm words as shown above with positive and negative paradigm words. We used the following formula to produce a score:
score(word, Class) = Σ cword∈Class (log(hits(word NEAR cword)) / (log(log(hits(cword)) )
where cword is one of the paradigmatic words chosen for an affect class Class, and hits is the number of pages found by AltaVista. For example, the word discombobulated scored highest with paradigm words for classes: confusion (score: 0.634), surprise (-4.05), pleasure (-6.89),… Other example words and their highest scoring classes are given in Table 5 .
It would seem that this extension of Turney and Littman's (2003) technique to other semantic classes, which relies on finding co-occurrences with paradigms to choose semantic classes, similar to Turney's (2001) work on the finding the closest synonyms, might allow us to automate the assignment of affect class centrality. Once a class is assigned, intensity might be represented by re-using the SO-PMI formula but with the paradigm words of the positive and negative class members. For example, for the table above, we see that awful is central to Pain. In the Appendix, we see that the Pain class is associated with the Pleasure class. Using the Pleasure paradigm words (pleasure, enjoy, delight, joy, pleasing) as the Pwords and the Pain paradigm words (agony, hurt, pain, nuisance, painful, hurting) as the Nwords gives us an SO-PMI Pleasure-Pain score for awful of -1. 25 showing that awful has a moderate intensity along the negative axis Pain.
Future Work
In this work, we used a few emotive patterns for adjectives. One goal for our future research is to expand the set of emotive patterns used for extracting affect words. We have begun to mine these patterns automatically from the Web using affect words as seeds, gathering a large number of Web pages containing both an existing affect word and its affect class name. From such Web pages, we have begun extracting patterns, e.g., to their, the most, full of, appearing before known affect words.
Another direction for future work is validating that the promising techniques proposed by Turney and Littman (2003) for finding negative-positive polarity can be used for automatically assigning class centrality and intensity, as the results from the previous section suggest. Yet another avenue to explore concerns alternative methods for placing words along a class axis. Horn (1969) proposed using the pattern X even Y, e.g., silly even ridiculous, to distinguish which element of X and Y is more intense along a scaled dimension, such as one of our affect dimensions. Such patterns may be usefully explored on the Web as another way to align words along an axis, as suggested by Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown (1993) . A quick check on Google in early 2004 shows that the contiguous phrase "silly even ridiculous" can be found on 13 pages, while "ridiculous even silly" is only found once.
8 It might be useful to try this, or other such patterns, to verify an internal, relative ranking along a dimension.
Conclusions
We have demonstrated a method for identifying text fragments that can serve as rich sources for discovering new emotion-laden affect words via emotive lexical patterns. Using the patterns to mine the Web, we can retrieve large numbers of affect words. Such new words can be used to identify missing items in existing lexicons.
We have shown that Turney and Littman's (2003) paradigm word co-occurrence scoring can serve to identify a certain number of the missing items as likely affect words. We have also shown that a similar technique, using co-occurrence with paradigm words, can identify the likely centrality of new words among pairs of positively and negatively oriented affect classes. Finally, we have preliminary results that suggest that extending Turney and Littman's approach to such semantic axes may provide an automatic way to find the intensity of new words.
